Mountain Sherpa Trekking and Expeditions Pvt. Ltd.

NEPAL LUXURY TOUR

Nepal Luxury tour oﬀers you the opportunity to discover most beautiful and interesting religious and cultural sites, as well
as the diverse nature in Nepal. The luxury tour of Nepal begins from lively capital Kathmandu and continues through Pokhara
,Chitwan National Park & Dhulikhel. You will visit many Buddhist site, Hindu temples, monasteries and the beautiful views of
the Himalayas throughout this tour. This Nepal Luxury tour will take you the Chitwan National Park, which is located
around 153 km south-west of Pokhara. During chitwan national Park visit possibly you will have the opportunity to see the
famous Bengal tiger, sites included in the UNESCO heritage. The city of Pokhara oﬀers magniﬁcent views of the Himalayas
and the legendary hospitality of the Nepalese.
You will discover the cultural and architectural heritage of Kathmandu and its valley panoramas breathtaking chains
surrounding mythical mountains with your own private expert Sherpa guide throughout, enjoying the special insights only a
local can provide. Take the stress out of coming and leaving with personal airport transport and enjoy a hassle-free luxury
tour in Nepal.
You will accommodate at Nepal's best and most luxurious hotels and resorts that located in the beautiful place. Enjoy a
personalized Luxury holiday in Nepal that ﬁnest suits your requirements, design by qualiﬁed local experts. Relax during
your trip with our 24/7 support and expert local guidance.

Activity Levels:

Leisurely
You are healthy, enjoy the outdoors and want a relaxing trip. No experience is required.

Duration:

8 days

AT A GLANCE
The best Luxury Hotel & resort accommodation with great Service & Panoramic Himalayas views
Hassle free tour with Expert Local Sherpa guide & Private Luxury Car with experience Driver
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Cost Includes
Luxury hotel Accommodation during whole tour
Enough quality drinking water during whole tour
Flight Kathmandu- Pokhara with Taxes
Flight Baratpur-Kathmandu with Taxes
All airport transfers by Private vehicle
English speaking Expert Local Sherpa guide
All the entrance fees during tour and Taxes
Comfortable private transportation during tour
Guides and drivers pay, meals, accommodations
Cost Excludes
International Airfare and Visa fee
Travel & Health Insurance
Meals during tour except Breakfast
Any Alcoholic Drinks and Cold Drinks etc
Gratitude for Guide & driver

ITINERARY
Day 01:: Arrive Kathmandu & transfer to Hotel Kathmandu Marriott/ Yak and Yeti
Upon arrival at the Tribhuvan International Airport, our specialized local guide will meet you outside the exit with our
company sign and give you a warm greeting. A brief introduction to the city will be given on your comfortable drive to the
hotel. Complete the check-in formalities and settle in your luxury rooms. Later, embark on a city tour of Kathmandu.
Accommodations: Luxury Hotel/Resort ( Kathmandu Marriott Hotel/ Yak and Yeti)
Meals: Welcome Dinner
Day 02:: Full day guided city tour & after noon drive to Nagarkot- Kathmandu
Today's our private 8 days luxury Nepal tour will start with the Swayambhunath - a stupa on the top of hill - for
overlooking the scenery of Kathmandu Valley. After taking good pictures there, we drive to Durbar Square for an
exploration in the medieval city of Kathmandu to see the rich culture of the Newari people with bustling narrow streets. You
will visit the vegetable & spice market in Ason and many courtyards there that form the base of living in Kathmandu.
Continue to jammed bazaars and Kumari Temple, which houses the living Goddess. After that, move to have an external
view of Taleju Temple and then visit Kal Bhairab.
At noon, our guide will take you at a superb roof top restaurant for an a la carte lunch. After that you will be escorted to
the Boudhanath - the world's largest stupa, it looms 36 meters high and presents one of the most fascinating specimens of
stupa design. On our way to nagarkot, we visit Pasupatinath Temple - the most sacred of the Hindu temples in Nepal
dedicated to Lord Shiva built in 1696. Pasupatinath draws thousands of pilgrims every year and devotees from all over the
world. The entire sites that we are visiting today are listed in the UNESCO World Heritage Site.
After doing 5-6 hour’s tour we drive to nagarkot. Which is located 32 kilometers east of Kathmandu. It’s a lovely place to
visit where you can enjoy the local life of Nepal and stunning views over the Himalayas.
Accommodations: Luxury Hotel/Resort (Club Himalaya/ Hotel Mystic Mountain)
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Meals: buﬀet breakfast & Dinner
For optional:
Opt for an Everest ﬂight this morning, if weather permits. If you are concerned in a scenic ﬂight to view Mt Everest, you can
pre-book the ﬂight when booking your tour. Get a close look at breathtaking Mt. Everest, the highest mountain in the world,
without having to do any climbing; this one-hour plane tour will give you an extraordinary experience.
Everest Flight Price: USD$200 Per Person
Day 03:: Fly to Pokhara and Trasfer to Hotel- Overnight staty at Best 5* Hotel in Pokhara
Today we wake up early morning before sunrise. You can enjoy the gorgeous sunrise view from your room or from the
terrace. After breakfast, we have some free time to enjoy panoramic view of Himalayas.
After the breakfast, we drive to Bhaktapur, which is situated between nagarkot and Kathmandu. Bhaktapur is about 13 km
east from the central Kathmandu. Bhaktapur Durbar Square is one of the three ancient royal cities of the Kathmandu Valley
that has well preserved its medieval aspect till date and it is also best known for the wooden artifacts and the yogurt. The
city of Bhaktapur is also known as "City of Faith Chain" and features many cultural and artistic achievements. The past glory
of the Malla dynasty seems to continue in the palace courtyard. Bhaktapur is well known in the region for its pottery and
craft of weaving and woodcarving and the production of Bhadgaolen Hat. After tour of bhaktapur, you will transfer to
Katmandu domestic airport to ﬂy Pokhara. Upon arrival, you are met and transferred to your luxury Hotel in Pokhara.
Kathmandu to Pokhara Flight is an exciting experience to enjoy the amazing aerial views of magniﬁcent mountains such as
Annapurna, Langtang and the impressive landscape while ﬂying to the north over the snowcapped Himalayas.Kathmandu to
Pokhara Flight is fully safe ﬂight & it is just only about 25 minutes scenic and wonderful ﬂight.
Accommodations: Luxury 5* Hotel/Resort ( Pokhara Grande/ Shagrila Vilalge Resort)
Meals: buﬀet breakfast
Day 04:: Explore the Pokhara city- Overnight staty at Best 5* Hotel in Pokhara
Early Morning– Early Morning drive to Sarankot hill (1500M) you get up early and are driven in 45 minutes Sarangkot, from
where you can admire the wonderful sunrise over the Himalayas. Visit Bindabasini Temple on the way back to hotel.
After breakfast– After having delicious breakfast, we will start our sightseeing tour of beautiful Pokhara city. We visit
Popular places like "Devi's fall", the cave of Gupteshwor, Tibetan Refugee Camp & International Mountain Museum
Afternoon– visit Mahendra Cave/ Bats cave & Seti River George or Drive to Phewa Lake and enjoy boat ride & relax your
rest of the day.
Optional Activities : short hiking, Paragliding, Ultra-Light, Bungee Jumping, Zipﬂyer
Accommodations: Luxury 5* Hotel/Resort ( Pokhara Grande/ Shagrila Vilalge Resort)
Meals: buﬀet breakfast
Day 05:: Drive by car to Chitwan Kasara Jungle Resort- Chitwan National Park
An enjoyable and beautiful ﬁve hours drive by comfortable car or private vehicle on the Prithvi highway connecting Chitwan
with Kathmandu follows the Trishuli River takes us through the Tharu Villages of Chitwan. The indigenous community of the
Tharu’s is the local inhabitants of Chitwan and is agriculturists by occupation. The drive ﬁnally brings us to the Kasara
Resort.
Up on arrival at Kasara Resort the guests will be met and briefed by the Guest Relation oﬃcer regarding the park and the
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programs available. Lunch will be followed by a choice of activities prearranged for you.
Accommodations: Luxury Jungle Resort ( Kasara Resort)

Meals: buﬀet breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
Day 06:: Full day Jungle activities - Kasara Jungle Resort- Chitwan National Park
Full day jungle activities as per following time schedule
07:00- Breakfast
08:00- Elephant Safari
12:30- Lunch
15:00- Canoeing + Jungle walk + Elephant Breeding center visit.
19:00- Dinner and Tharu Cultural dance Show
Accommodations: Luxury Jungle Resort ( Kasara Resort)

Meals: buﬀet breakfast, Lunch & Dinner
Day 07:: Fly to Kathmandu transfer to Dwarikas Hotel and shopping around local market.

06:30- Bird watching
07:30- Breakfast
After breakfast ﬂy back to Kathmandu. Upon arrival in Kathmandu, you will transfer to luxury resort/Hotel in Kathmandu.
After checking hotel, you have the afternoon and the evening to stroll along the streets of Kathmandu for some last minute
shopping. Evening join farewell dinner with local cultural show at authentic Nepali restaurant will be provided.
Accommodations: Luxury Hotel/Resort ( Kathmandu Marriott Hotel/ Yak and Yeti)
Meals: Welcome Dinner
Day 08:: Drive to airport ﬂy to Home
Depart at any time. There are no activities planned for today and you are free to depart at any time. For optional, you can
visit local market for shopping and visit Best massage and spa center for relax.

ACCOMMODATION
3 Nights Deluxe Room in Kathmandu at Kathmandu Marriot Hotel/ Yak and Yeti including healthy breakfast
2 Nights Deluxe Room in Pokhara at Fishtail Lodge or Hotel Pokhara Grande including breakfast
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2 Nights Deluxe Room in Chitwan National Park at Kasara Resort including all Meals
1 Nights Deluxe Room in Nagarkot at Club Himalaya/Hotel Mystic Mountain with healthy Dinner & Breakfast
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